Find a Doctor **outside of Michigan** step-by-step

As a Blue Care Network member with BlueCard coverage (outside of Michigan), you and your dependents can rely on getting care anywhere in the United States. Physicians and hospitals that contract with Blue plans nationwide participate in BlueCard.

The following are step-by-step instructions to locate BlueCard providers **outside the state of Michigan**:

1. Click on the link:
2. Change the location by inputting a new address, city or zip code.
3. Then click on “Select a plan” that is displayed next to where it says “Your Plan” located in the upper right-hand side of the page.
4. Enter the letters “XYH” then click “Go”.
5. Under “Select a category”, click “Search all”.
6. Select one of the following search criteria:
   - Doctors by name
   - Doctors by specialty
   - Places by name
   - Places by type

All doctors that appear in the search results are participating providers in their state’s Blue plan, which means they will accept the BCN of Michigan ID card and services performed will be considered in-network.